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In this paper we discuss a new perspective
on how the central nervous system (CNS) represents and
solves some of the most fundamental
computational
problems of motor control. In particular,
we consider
the task of transforming
a planned limb movement
into an adequate set of motor commands.
7i, carry out
this task the CXS must solve a complex inverse dynamic
problem. This problem involves the transformation from a desired motion to the forces that are needed to drive the limb. The invrrsr
dynamic problem
is a hard computational
challenge because of the need to coordinate
multiple
limb segments and brcause
of the continuous
changes in the mechanical
properties
of the limbs and of the environmrnt
with which
they come in contact. A number of studies of motor learning have provided
support for the idea that the
CNS crratcs, updates and exploits internal
representations
of limb dynamics in order to deal with the
complexity
of inverse dynamics.
Here we discuss how such internal
representations
are likely to be built
by combining
the modular
primitives
in the spinal cord as well as other building
blocks found in higher
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hram structures.
I:xpertmental
studies on spmalrzed
irogs and rats have led to the conclusion
that the
prcmotor
circuits within the spinal cord are organized
into a set of discrete modules. Each module, when
activated,
induces a specihc force field and the simultaneous
activation
of multiple
modules leads to the
vectorial combination
of the corresponding
fields. 1% regard these force fields as computational
primitives
that arc used by the CnTS for generating
a rich grammar
of motor behaviours.
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When we learn to move our limbs and to act upon the
environment,
our brain becomes to all effects an expert in
physics. While
we are still ‘very far away from understanding how this feat is accomplished,
great strides have
been made in the last few decades through the combined
efforts of biologists, computer
scientists, physicians, phvsicists, psychologists
and engineers. In this paper we review
some of this progress. In particular
we focus on one issue:
What arc the building
blocks or, to borrow from linguistics, the ‘modules’ that the brain may use for generating
the competence
in physics that is necessary to act and
move?
And
what
do we know of how and where these
modules
are engraved
into the circuits
of the central
nervous system (CSS)?
To illustrate
the complexities
of ordinary
motor behaviours, let us consider the task that the CNS must solve
every time a planned
gesture is transformed
into’ an
action. If the goal is to move the hand from an initial
position to another point in space, then clearly there are
a number of possible hand trajectories
that could achieve
this goal: the solution of this elementary
motor problem
is not unique. Even after the CNS has chosen a particular
path for the hand, its implementation
can he achieved
through
multiple
combinations
of .joint motions
at the
shoulder,
elbow and wrist-again
the solution
is not
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2. THE PROBLEM

internal

model

OF INVERSE

DYNAMICS

According
to the laws of Newtonian
physics, if we want
to impress a motion upon a stone with mass m, we must
apply a force, F, that is directly
proportional
to the
desired acceleration,
n. This is the cssrnce of Newton’s
equation F=ma.
A desired motion may be expressed as a
sequence of positions, X, that we wish the stone to assume
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unique. Finally, because there are many muscles around
each joint, the net force generated by their activation
can
be produced
by a variety of combinations
of muscles.
Perhaps what makes the issue of sensorimotor
transduction such a complex problem
is the fact that we have not
found a satisfactory
way to incorporate
motor learning
into our thinking
about motor planning.
While everybody
agrees
that throughout
our life we learn a great variety of
movements
and that the memory
of these movements
is
stored more or less pcrmancntly
in the cortical areas of
the frontal and parietal
lobes
and the cerebellum,
we do
not know whether
w-c use fragments
of what has been
learned
when we produce
a motor rcsponsc to a new
contingency
(Toni et nl. 1998; Shadmchr
& Holcomb
1997) In this paper we adopt the point of view that motor
learning
consists of tuning
the activity
of a relatively
small group of neurons and that these neurons constitute
a ‘module’.
Combining
modules may be a mechanism
for
producing
a vast repertoire
of motor behaviours
in a
simple manner.

1. INTRODUCTION
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at subsequent instants of time :, L.1 TL’m
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a‘traiectorv’
as a funcJ
/ and is mathemati ically represented
tion, x =x(t). To use Newton’s equation
for deriving
the
needed time sequence of forces, we must calculate the first
temporal
derivative
of the trajectory,
the velocity
and
then the second temporal
derivative,
the acceleration.
Finally, we obtain the desired force from this acceleration.
The above calculation
is an example of what in robotics
is called
an ‘inverse
dynamic
problem’.
The ‘direct’
dynamic
problem
is that of computing
the trajectory
resulting from the application
of a force, F(t). The solution
of this problem
requires
a complex
computational
process, called integration,
through
which the motion of
the stone, that is the function
r(t), is dcri\ed
from the
known acceleration,
a(t) = F(f) /m.
Direct problems are the bread and butter of physicists,
who may bc concerned,
for example, with predicting
the
motion of a comet from the known pattern
of gravitational forces. Unlike physicists, the brain deals most often
with inverse problems: we routinely
recognize objects and
people from their visual
images-an
‘inverse
optical
problem’-and
we find out eflortlessly
how to distribute
the forces exerted by scvcral muscles to move our limb in
the desired way-an
inverse dynamic problem.
In the biological
context, the invcrsc dynamic
problem
assumes a somewhat cliffcrent form from the case of the
moving
stone. One of the central
questions
in motor
control is how the CNS may form the motor commands
that guide our limbs. One proposal is that the CNS solves
an inverse dynamic
problem
(Hollerbach
8.~ Flash 1982).
A system of second-order
nonlinear
differential
equations
is generally
considered
to he an adequate description
of
the passive limb dynamics. A compact representation
for
such a system is
WI,

ir, ;i) = qt),

(la)

where
q, 4 and ;i represent
the limb
configuration
vector-for
example, the vector of joint angles-and
its
first and second time derivatives.
The term z(t) is a vector
of generalized
forces, for example, joint torques, at time t.
Conceptually,
this expression
is nothing
else than
Newton’s F=ma
applied to a multi-articular
rigid body.
In practice,
the expression
for D may have a few terms
for a two-joint
planar arm (see figure 46) or it may take
several pages for more realistic models of the arm’s multijoint
grometry.
The invcrsc dynamic
approach
to the
control of multijoint
limbs consists in solving explicitly
for
a torque trajectory,
r(t), given a desired trajectory
of the
limb, qn(t). This is done by plugging qn (t) on the left side
of equation
(1):
z(t) = wD(t),

iD(%

h(t)).

(lb)

Another
significant
computational
challenge
comes
from the need to perform
changes of representation,
or,
more technically,
coordinate
transformations,
between
the description
of a task and the spccihcation
of the body
motions. Tasks, such as ‘bring the hand to the glass of
water on the table’, are often described
most efficiently
and parsimoniously
with respect to fixed reference points
in the environment.
For example, the glass may be 10cm
to the left of a corner of the table. The hand may be
20 cm to the right of the same corner. So, the hand will
Phil. Trans. R. Sot. Land.
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1: --laced 30 cm along a straight line in the left
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direction.
This is a very , simple
description
of the needed
I
movement.
However,
this description
cannot be used to
derive the joint torques, as specified by equation
(lb). To
this end, one must represent the trajectory
of the hand in
terms of the corresponding
angular motions at each joint.
This is a complex transformation
known in robotics as
‘inverse kinematics’
(Brady et nl. 1982).
Does the brain carry out similar
inverse
dynamic
calculations
for moving the arm on a desired trajectory?
A clear-cut answer is still to come but several alternatives
have emerged from studies in robotics and computational
neuroscience.
3. SOLUTIONS

BASED

ON FEEDBACK

Many
of the problems
that the brain must face to
control movements
arc indeed similar to those that engineers must solve to control rohots. In spite of the great
differences
between the multijoint
vertebrate
system and
current
robotic arms, the held of ncuroscicnce,
unquestionably, has derived bcnchts from the theories and procedures that have guided the construction
of man-made
limbs. For instance,
from early on, ncuroscientists
have
been influenced
by the notion
of feedback.
Feedback
control is a way to circumvent
the computation
of inverse
dynamics.
At each point in time, somr sensory signal
provides the information
about the actual position of the
limb. This position
is compared
with a desired position
and the difference
bctwccn the two is a measure of the
error at any given time. Then, a force may be produced
with amplitude
approximately
proportional
to the amplitudc of the error in the direction
of the desired position.
This method of control is appealing
because of its great
simplicity.
Multiple
feedback
mechanisms
have been found
in
both vertebrates
and invertebrates.
These mechanisms
were discovered
by Sherrington
at the beginning
of the
last century (Sherrington
1910). They have been shown to
control the muscles’ level of contraction,
the production
of force and the position
of joints. Sherrington
observed
that when a muscle is stretched the stretch is countered
by an increase in muscle activation.
This ‘stretch reflex’ is
caused by sensory activity that originates
in the muscle
spindles-receptors
embedded
within
the muscle Iibres.
Sherrington
put forward
the daring
hypothesis
that
complex
movements
may be obtained
by combining
stretch reflexes as well as other reflexes in a continuous
sequence or ‘chain’. In this way, movement
patterns
as
complex
as the locomotion
cycle could he generated
by
local reflexes, without central supervision.
A similar idea
was later proposed by Mcrton
(1972), who suggested that
central commands
via the gamma system might initiate
the execution of movement,
not 1,~ directly activating
the
muscles, hut by triggering
a stretch reflex through
the
modulation
of muscle spindle activities. Both Sherrington
and Merton’s
hypotheses
are attempts
at explaining
movements
as automatic
responses to sensory fcrdback,
thus limiting
the role and the arhitrarincss
of voluntary
commands.
However,
both Sherrington’s
ideas on compounding
of
reflexes
and Merton’s
hypothesis
have taken
a new
form following
subsequent
experiments
which
clearly
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demonstrated
the general tion of movements in the absence
of sensory activities. For example, Taub & Berman
(1968)
found that monkeys can execute various limb movements
after the surgical section of the pathways that convey all
sensory information
from the limb to the nervous system.
Shortly
thereafter,
Vallbo
(1970) was able to record
muscle spindle
dischargrs
in human
subjects and to
compare
these discharges
with the activation
of the
muscles, as revealed hy electromyography
(EMG). Vallho’s
study showed that, in a voluntary
movement,
muscle activation does not lag hut leads the spindle
dischar,ges,
contrary to the predictions
of Merton’s hypothesis.
In
addition
to the experimental
findings
described
above, the idea that biological
movements may be carried
out hy feedback mechanism
has heen challenged
based on
consideration
ahont
limb stability
and reflex delays. It
takrs mot-c than 40ms before a signal generated
hy the
muscle spindles may reach the supraspinal
motor centres
and it takes 40-60 ms more before a motor command
may be transformed
into a measurable
contraction
of the
muscles. These transmission
delays may cause instability
(Hogan et al. 1987). The effects of delays are even greater
when the limb
interacts
with
the environment.
For
example, if a robotic arm were to contact a rigid surface,
a delay of 3Oms would initiate
a bouncing
motion also
known as ‘chattering’
instability.
This instability
is again
due to the fact that thr control system could detect the
contact only after it has occurred.
This would cause a
hack-up motion that would move the arm away from the
surface. Then, the controller
would move again towards
the surface and so on in a repeated bouncing
motion.
4. SOLUTIONS

BASED

ON FEED-FORWARD

An alternative
to feedback control
would he for the
CNS to pre-programme
the torques that the muscles must
generate for moving the limhs along the desired trajectories. This method is often refrrrcd
to as ‘feed-forward
control’. The torques needed to move the arm can only he
computed
after the angular
motions
of the shoulder,
elhow and wrist have heen derived
from the desired
movement
of the hand-that
is after an idverse
kinematics problem
has heen solved. Investigations
in robot
control in the late 1970s and early 1900s showed that hoth
the inverse kinematic
and inverse dynamic problems may
be efftciently implemented
in a digital computer for many
robot geometries
(Brady et al. 1982). On the basis of these
studies, Hollerbach
& Flash
(1902) put forward
the
hypothesis
that the hrain may be carrying
out inverse
kinematic
and dynamic
computations
when moving the
arm in a purposeful
way. Their experimental
investigation
of arm-reaching
movements,
combined
with
inverse
dynamics calculations,
showed that all components
of the
joint torque played a critical role in the generation
of the
ohservcd hand trajectories.
In particular,
Hollerbach
&
Flash found that while executing reaching movrmcnts
the
subjects were accurately
compensating
for the dynamic
interactions
between shoulder and elboTvjoints.
Evidence
that the hrain is carefully
compensating
for
the interaction
torques was further
provided
by more
recent stud& of Ghcz and of Thach and their co-workers.
Sainhurg
rt nl. (1993) studied the movements
of subjects
suffering
from a rare peripheral
neuropathy.
A conseP/d
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quence of this disease is the complete loss of proprioceptive information
from the upper and lower limbs. These
investigators
found that the abnormal
motions observed
in these subjects could
he accounted
for by lack of
compensation
for the .joint interaction
torques. A similar
conclusion was reached later by Bastian et nl. (1996)
ahout
the movements produced
hy patients suffering from cerehellar lesions. In summary, a suhstantial
hody of evidence
suggests that the CNS generates motor commands
that
effectively
represent
the complex dynamics
of multijoint
limbs. However,
there are dilfcrcnt
ways for achie\ring >,
this representation.
5. MEMORY-BASED

COMPUTATIONS

A rather direct way for a rohot to compute
inverse
dynamics is hased on carrying
out explicitly
the algebraic
operations
after representing
variahlrs
such as positions,
velocity
acceleration,
torque
and inertia.
Something
similar
to this approach
had been first proposed
by
Raihert
(197X). Hc started
from the ohservation
that
inverse dynamic
can be represented
as the operation
of a
memory
that associates a vector of ~joint torques to each
value of joint angles, angular
velocities
and angular
acceleraticns.
A brute-forct
approach
to dynamics would
simply be to store a value of torqur for each possible value
of position,
velocity and acceleration-a
computational
device that computer
scientists call a ‘look-up
table’. This
approach
is extremely
simple and in fact look-up
tahles
were implicit
in early models of motor learning,
such
as
those proposed
by Albus
(1971) and Marr
(1969).
However, a closer look at the demands for memory size in
a reasonable
biological
context shows that the look-up
table approach may he impracticahlc.
The numher of entries in a look-up table grows exponentially
with the number
of independent
components
that define each table entry. Being well aware of this
problem,
Raibert
suggested splitting
the arm dynamics
computations
in a combination
of smaller suhtables: one
can obtain
the net torque by adding
(i) a term that
depends on the joint angles and on the angular accelerations to (ii) a term that depends on the joint angles and
on the angular velocities. These two terms may hr stored
in separate tables. Assuming
a resolution
of only ten
values per variable, the control of a twojoint
limb would
require
two tables with lo4 entries each. For a more
complete
arm model, with seven-joint
coordinates,
each
table would have 10’” entries. These are still exceedingly
large numbers. A method for reducing
the size of look-up
tables was suggested by Raibert
&r Horn
(1978), who
represented
the dynamic
prohlrm
as a sum of three
elements, each one requiring
a table that depended only
on the joint
angles. Thus, the two-joint
limh involved
tahles with 100 entries and the seven-joint
limb tahles
with lo7 entries.
6. THE

EQUILIBRIUM-POINT

HYPOTHESIS

The work of Raibert
(1978) and Hollerbach
(1980)
showed that inverse dynamics
of complex limbs may he
computed
with a reasonable
number
of operations
and
with reasonable
memory
requirements.
Howrvrr,
this
work did not provide any direct evidence that the hrain is
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ever engaged in such computations.
Furthermore,
on a
purely theoretical
basis, explanations
based on computing
inverse dynamics
are unsatisfactory
because there is no
allowance
for the inevitable
mechanical
vagaries
associated with any interaction
with the environment.
For
instance, if an rxternal
force pprturby the trajectory
of the
arm, dramatic
consequences
may follow. 1Vhen we pick
up a glass of water, WC must update the pattern of torques
that our muscles must apply to generate a movement
of
the arm. L\‘hen we open a door, we must deal with a
constraint,
the hinge, whose location
in space is only
approximately
known.
One may say that most of our
actions are executed upon a poorly predictable
mechanical environment.
It would then he erroneous
to suggest
that a stored pattern of ncurnmuscular
activations
corresponds to somr particular
movement.
Instead, the movement that arise? from that pattern is detrrmin?d
by the
interaction
of the musclr forces with the dynamics of the
environment.
Hogan
(1985a) developed
this concept
in a theory
known
as impedance
control.
Hogan’s
ideas relate to
earlier experiments
of Feldman
(19661 and Bizzi and coworkers. In one of these experiments,
Polit & Bizzi (1979)
trained
monkeys to c’xecute movements
of the forearm
towards a visual target. The monkey? could not see their
moving arm nor could they perceive it as their proprioceptivc inflow
had hcen surgically
interrupted
hy the
transection
of cranial
and thoracic
dorsal
roots-a
procedure
called ‘dcafferentation’.
Surprisingly,
Polit &
Bizzi found
that, despite
such radical
deprivation
of
sensory
information,
the monkeys
could
successfully
rrach the visual targets. What was more unexpected
was
that the monkeys could reach the intended
target even
when their arm had been displaced
from the initial
locationjust
prior to the initiation
of an arm movement.
This rrsult did not seem to he compatible
either with the
idea that goal-directed
movements
are executed hy a prrprogrammed
sequence
of joint
torques
or with
the
hypothr+
that sensory feedback is essential to rcarh the
desired limb position.
The performance
of the deafferented
monkey can be
accounted
for hy the hypothesis
that the centrally
generated motor commands
modulate
the stiffnec;s and restlength of musclrs that act as flexors and extensors ahout
the elbow .joint. As a consequence,
the elastic behaviour
of the muscles, like that of an opposing
spring, defines a
single equilibrium
position of the forearm. A position that
ultimatrly
iy reached in spite of externally
applied perturbations, without need for fredback corrections.
This result
led to a question
concerning
the execution
of targetdirected movements.
Arr thrse movements
executed ,just
bv setting the equilihrium
point of a limb to the final
target? Or does the descending
motor command
specify
an rntirr
tmjrrtory
as a smooth shift of the same equilibrium point? Bizzi et al. (1984) addressed this question in
another experiment.
If, as suggested hy the first hypothesis, there is a sudden jump of the limb’s equilibrium
to
the target location,
an elastic force driving
the hand
toward? thr targrt would appear from the onset of the
movement.
This force would be directed
all the time
towards; the target. The experiment
of Bizzi and coworkers disproved
this hypothrsic;. As in the work of Polit
& Bizzi (19791, they instructed
deafferented
monkey? to
Phzl. Zzans. R. Sot. Lond. R (2000)

execute arm movements
towards a visual target but with
the vision of the arm blocked by an opaque screen. As
soon as the EMG activity indicated
the onset of a movement, a motor drove the arm right on the target. If this
were the equilibrium
position
specified
by the musrle
commands
at that time, the arm should have rvmainrd
in
place. On the contrary,
the experimentcry
could observe
an evident motion backward
towards the starting position
followrd
by a forward
motion
toward? the target. This
finding
indicate
that the muscular
activation
does not
specify a force or a torque, as suggested by the inverse
dynamic
models, nor a final target position.
Instead, the
response to the initial displacement
suggests that the activation of the muscles produces
a gradual
shift of the
limb’s equilibrium
from the start to end location. Accordingly, at all times the limh is attracted by an plastic force
towards the instantaneous
equilibrium
point. If during a
goal-directed
movement,
the limb is forcefully
moved
ahead towards the target, the elastic force will drive it
towards the lagging equilibrium
point, as ohserved in the
experiment.
The sequence of equilibrium
positions produced
during
movement hy all the muscular activations
has been called
by Hogan (1985b) a ‘virtual
trajectory’. The virtual tmjectory is a sequence of points where the elastic forces gcnerated hy all the muscles cancel each other. By contrast, the
actual trajectory
is the result of the interaction
of these
elastic forces with other dynamic
components
such as
limb inertia,
muscle velocity-tension
proprrtics
and joint
viscosity. To intuitively
illustrate
this distinction,
conc;ider
a ball attached
to a ruhber hand. \Vhen the hand iy
displaced from its equilihrium
position,
a restoring
force
is generated
with amplitude
proportional
to the displacement. If we move thr frrr end of thr rubber band, we
control the equilibrium
position. As we move the ruhher
band along a trajectory.
the ball will follow a trsjcctory
that rec;ultq from the interaction
of the elastic force with
the mass of the hall.
The idea of a virtual
tmjectory
provides a new unified
perspective
for dealing with (i) the mechanics of muscles,
(ii) the stability of movement,
and (iii) the solution of the
inversr dynamic prohlrm.
In fact, a strictly necessary and
sufficient condition
for a virtual tmjertory
to exist is that
the motor commands
directed
to the muscle define a
sequence of stahle equilibrium
positions.
If this requiremtnt is met, then there exists a single well-defined
Iran+
formation
from the high-dimensional
rcprcyrntation
of
thr control signal as a collection
of muscle activations,
to
a low-dimensional
sequence of equilibrium
points. An
advantage
of this low-dimensional
representation
is that,
unlike muscle activations,
the virtual
trajectory
may he
directly compared
with the actual movement of the limh.
The relationship
between actual and Lrirtual trajectory
is determined
by the dynamics
of the system and by the
stiffness, which transform?
a dic;placcmrnt
from the equilibrium
into a restoring force. In thr limit of infinite stiffness, the artual
trajectory
would
match
exactly
the
virtual
tr?jectory.
On the other rnd, with low YtiKness
values, the difference
hrtween
virtual
and actual trajcctory may become quite large. In a work that romhined
observations
of hand movements
and computer
simulations, Flash (1987) tested the hypothesis
that multijoint
arm movements
arc obtained
by the CXS shifting
the
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equilibrium
position
of 1:he hand along a straight
and
rectilinear
motion
from the start to end position.
As
shown by Morass0
(1981), approximately
straight
hand
paths characterize
planar hand movements between pairs
of targets. If the same movements
are analysed at a finer
level of detail, however, the paths present certain degrees
of inflection
and curvature,
depending
on the direction
of
movement
and on the work-space
location. In the simulations
Flash
made
the assumption
that
the hand
equilibrium
tmjectories
(but not necessarily
the actual
tmjectories)
are invariantly
straight.
In addition,
she
assumed that the equilibrium
tmjectory
had a unimodal
velocity profile. The results obtained
from the simulation
captured
the subtle inflections
and the curvatures
of the
actual trajectories.
Moreover,
the direction
of curvature
in different
work-space
locations
and with
different
movement
directions
matched quite closely the observed
movements.
It must be stressed that the stiffness values used in this
simulation
were taken from measurements
that had been
performed
not during movements hut while subjects were
maintainimg
their
arm at rest in different
locations
(Mussa-Ivaldi
et al. j985). Katayama
& Kawato
(1993)
and then Gomi & Kawato (1997) repeated Flash’s simulation using lower values of stiffness and found, not surprisingly, that in order to reproduce
the actual tr%jectory of
the hand, the virtual
trajectory
had to follow a much
more complicated
pathway. The results obtained by Gomi
& Kawato
are at variance
with those of T\;on & Hogan
(1995), who wcrc able to show that for relatively
slow and
low-amplitude
arm trajectories
the virtual
equilibrium
point
was close to the actual trajectory.
Clearly,
the
complexity
of the virtual
trajectory
depends
critically
upon the elastic field surrounding
the equilibrium
point.
Experimental
estimates of the elastic field under static
conditions
have shown that the local stiffness, i.e. the
ratio of force and displacement,
changes
at different
distances from the equilibrium
point
(Shadmehr
et nl.
1993).
Specifically,
it was found
that the stiffness
decreased with this distance. This is a nonlinear
feature of
the elastic field. Accordingly
if, as in Gomi & Kawato
(1997), one attempted
to derive the equilibrium
point
using a linear
estimate
based on the stiffness at the
current
position,
one would
overestimate
the distance
between
current
and equilibrium
position.
At present,
however,
there is not yet an acceptable
technique
for
measuring
the elastic force field generated by the muscles
during movement.
But, if the shape of the virtual
tmjectory is a complex path, as in Gomi & Kawato’s
simulations, then the apparent
computational
simplicity
of the
earlier formulation
of the equilibrium-point
hypothesis
is
lost.
Another
challenge
to the equilibrium-point
hypothesis
comes from the work of Lackner
& Dizio
(1994) who
asked subjects to execute reaching hand movements
while
sitting at the centre of a slowly rotating
room. Because of
this rotation,
a Coriolis force proportional
to the speed of
the hand perturbs
the subject’s arm. The Coriolis
force
acts perpendicularly
to the direction
of motion.
Lackner
& Dizio
found that, under this condition,
there is a
systematic residual error at the final position in the directmn of the Coriolis force. This finding seems incompatible
with
the equilibrium-point
hypothesis
because
the
Phil. Emans. R. Sm. Land. R (2000)
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Coriolis
force depends upon hand velocity but not uDon
1
hand position. Therefore,
it should not alter the location
of the final equilibrium
point. However, the experimental
results of Lackner
& Dizio are in apparent
contrast with
other experimental
findings
obtained
with similar
force
fields. In particular,
Shadmehr
& Mussa-Ivaldi
(1994)
used an instrumented
manipulandum
for applying
a
velocity-dependent
field to the hand of the subjects. In
this paradigm
the perturbation
acted specifically
on the
arm dynamics
and did not affect in any way other
systems, such as the vestibular
apparatus.
Shadmehr
&
Mussa-Ivaldi,
as well as Gandolfo
et 01. (1996) found that
the final position of the movement
was not substantially
affected by the presence of velocity-dependent
firlds, in
full agreement
with the equilibrium-point
hypothesis.
The cause of the discrepancy
between these results and
those of Lackner
& Dizio
(1994) has yet to be determined.
7. BUILDING
BLOCKS
FOR COMPUTATION
OF DYNAMICS:
SPINAL FORCE FIELDS
Recent electrophysiological
studies of the spinal cord of
frogs and rats by Bizzi and co-workers
(Bizzi et al. 1991;
Giszter et al. 1993; Mussa-Tvaldi
ei al. 1990; Tresrh & Bizzi
1999) suggest a new theoretical
framework
that combines
some features of inverse dynamic
computations
with the
equilibrium-point
hypothesis.
In these studies, electrical
stimulation
of the intcrncuronal
circuitry
in the hlmhar
spinal cord of frogs and rats has been shown to impost a
specific balance of muscle activation.
The evoked svnergistic
contractions
generate
forces
that
direct’
the
hindlimb
towards an equilibrium
point in space (figure 1).
To measure
the mechanical
responses of the activated
muscles, Bizzi et al. (1991), Giszter et 01. (1993) and MussaIvaldi et al. (1990) attached the right ankle of the frog to
a force transducer.
To record the spatial variations
of the
force vectors generated
by the leg muscles, they placed
the frog’s leg at a location
within
the leg’s work-space.
Then,
they stimulated
a site in the spinal
cord and
recorded
the direction
and amplitude
of the elicited
isometric
force at the ankle. This stimulation
procedure
was repeated with the ankle placed at each of nine to 16
locations spanning a large portion of the leg’s work-space.
The collection
of the measured forces corresponded
to a
well-structured
spatial pattern,
called a vector field. In
most instances, the spatial variation
of the measured force
vectors resulted
in a field that was at all times both
convrrgcnt
and characterized
by a single equilibrium
point.
In general, the activation
of a region within the spinal
cord does not produce
a stationary
force field. Instead,
following
the onset of stimulation,
the force vector
measured
at- each limb location
changes continuously
with time (figure 2). As the force vectors elicited by a
stimulus
change, so does the equilibrium
position:
the
sites occupied
by the equilibrium
position
at subsequent
instants of times define a spatial tr?jcctory.
The timevarying
field is the expression of a mechanical
wave that
summarizes
the combined
action of the muscles that are
affected by’ the stimulation.
Mechanical
waves of the
same kind can be used to describe the operation
of central
pattern
gcncrators
and of other
natural
structures

4
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involved
in the control of motor behaviour.
At all latenties after
the onset of stimulation.
the force field
converges towards an equilibrium
position. The temporal
sequence of these equilibrium
positions provides us with
an image of a virtual
tr?jcctory,
as in the sequence of
framPs of figure 2. Sometimes we found that the virtual
trajectories
observed after electrical
stimulation
followed
circular
pathways starting and ending at the same point
(Mussa-Ivaldi
ef al. 1990). In contrast, the virtual
trajcctories inferred
by Flash (1987) and Avon & Hogan (1995)
from reaching
arm movements
followed
rectilinear
and
smooth pathways, from start to final position of the hand.
This is not a surprising
discrepancy
given the great diffcrencc in experimental
conditions,
limb mechanics
and
neural structures involved
in these studies. Despite these
diffcrmccs,
however,
it is remarkable
that the essential
biomechanics
of the moving
limb is the same for the
hindlimb
of the spinalizcd
frog and for the arm of the
human subject. In both casrs, movement
is described as a
smooth t&nporal
evolution
of a convergent
force field
produced
by the spring-like
propertics
of the neuromuscular apparatus.
In the spinal frog,.different
groups of leg muscles were
activated
as the stimulating
electrodes
were moved to
different
loci of the lumbar
spinal cord in the rostrocaudal and mediolateral
direction.
After mapping
most of
the prrmotor
regions in the lumbar
cord with the technique of electrical
microstimulation,
Bizzi et al. (1991)
reached the conclusion
that there were at least four areas
from which distinct types of convergent
force field? were
elicited. These results were confirmed
by Saltiel Pt al.
(1998) with the more selective method of chemical microstimulation.
N-methyl-Daspartate
iontophoresiq
applied
to a large number
of sites of the lumbar
spinal cord
revealed a map comparable
with that ohtained
with rlectrical microstimulation.
Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of the investigation
of the spinal cord in-frog? and rats was the discovery that
the field? induced
by the focal activation
of the cord
follow
a principle
of vectorial
summation
(figure
3).
Sperifically,
Mussa-Ivaldi
el al. (1994) developed
an
experimental
paradigm
involving
the
simultaneous
stimulation
of two distinct sites in the frog’s spinal cord.
They found that the simultaneous
stimulation
of two sites
lrd to vrctor summation
at the ankle of the forces generated by each site separately. \Yhen the pattern of forces
recorded
at the ankle following
co-stimulation
were
compared
with those computed
hy summation
of the two
individual
fields, Mussa-Ivaldi
et al. (1994) found that ‘costimulation
fields’ and ‘summation
fields’ were equivalent
in mnre than 87% of cases. Similar
results have been
ohtained
1,~ l?ec;rh
& Bizzi (1999) by c;timulating
the
spinal cord of the rat. Rerently, Kargo & GiSzter (2000)
showed that force field summation
underlies the control of
limh tr%jrctories
in the frog.
Vector
summation
of force fields implies
that the
complex nonlinearity
that characterizes
the interactions
both among neurnns and between neurons and muscles is
in some way eliminated.
More importantly,
this result has
led to a novel hypothesis
for explaining
movement
and
posture based on comhinationy
of a few basic elements.
The few active force fields stored in the spinal cord may
he viewed
aq representing
motor primitives
from whirh,
Phzl. Ems.
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Figure 3. Spinal force fields add vectorially. Fields A and B
were obtained in response to stimulations delivered to two
different
spinal
sites. The & field was ohtained
by stimulating
simultaneouc
Jy the same two sites. It matches closely
(correlation
coefflcirnt larger than 0.91 tllr force iicld in +,
which
way dc x-ived 12~ adding
pairwice
thr vectors
in A and
in B. Thiy hi: Thly linear
hrhaviour
was found
to apply
to
(From
more than 8’.7O/,I, ofrl77nl
\I_ L.Y.. I ~tim~~lntinn
LII1111~l~l~~ll. evnf+mCntS.
“.r-’

M~,9~a-Ivaldi

?, n(. 1994.)

through
supernrktion.
a vast
~-.~- _.__-.., __
._.__ nnmhe
.._.....__ r of movements
can
be fashione d by impulses conveyed by supraspinal
pathways. Thro II&n computational
analysis, Mussa-Ivaldi
&
Gisztcr (1992) and ;Mussa-Ivaldi
(1997) verified
that this
view of the generati on of movement
and nosturc has the
competence
required
for controlling
a wi& repertoire
of
motor behaviours.
The liclds gcncrated
by focal activation
of the spinal
cord arc nonlinrar
functions
of limh position,
velocity
and time: 4?(9, ;I, t) (figure 2). Consistent with the obscrvation that thcsc fields add vectorially,
one may modify
the formulation
of the inverse dynamic problem by replacing the generic torque function,
z(t), with a superposition of spinal fields:
,
w,

4, i) = -&*G4iq>
?=I

4, 4.

(2)

Here, each spinal field is tuned by a (non-negative)
scalar
coefficient,
c,, that represents
a descending
supraspinal
command.
TL’e should
stress that in thi? model,
the
descending
commands
do not alter the shape of the
fields-that
is their dependence
upon state and time. This
iy consistent
with the empirical
obqcrvatinn
that the
pattern
of force orientation
of spinal
ficldy remained
invariant
in time and with different intensities of stimulatinn (Gic;zter et al. 1993). Thus, it iq plausible
to assume
that the supraspinal
signals sclcct the spinal fields by
determining
how much each one rnntrihutes
to the total
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equilibrium
point, and (ii) the tendency of muscle forces
to grow, reach a peak and then smoothly decrease when a
muscle is stretched. A simple way to capture both features
is to represent
the force fields as gradients
of Gaussian
uotential
functions.
Each
field
in
this
modrl
(figure
50) is
I
centrcd at an arm configuration,
q0 and generates ajoint
torque that depends upon the distanre
of’ the limb from
this configuration:

,

~

...,..
~.__..__,.__.._..
..I 234,4) = E;-(q- FP ‘y Y”’“‘Y Y”’+W
-?I

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

I
0.6

I
0..4

0.2

X

@I
f
D1 =

I, + I2 + rn$,lz cos(qf) +
(

cos(q2) + 1T&
T- > q2--

+ 12+ f+!
(
- m2412

m,iy + rn&
4

Wq2)

4142

+1 n2e

m2412

>

Pl

sW2)ili

2

The exponential
term ensures that the joint torques do
not keep growing as the limb moves away from the equilibrium point. The last term, Ri, represents a viscous dissipative component
in its simplest form.
The Geld ~(4, 4) depends upon the state of motion of
the limb but not upon time. In contrast, it is reasonable to
assume that the modules
implemented
hy the nrural
circuits in the spinal cord have well-d&ned
timing properties, rstahlished
for example
by recurrent
pattrrnc; of
interconnections.
A simple Tray to introduce
stereotyped
temporal
fcaturrs in our mod?1 is to express each force
field as a product of the constant viycorlastic
term, II, and
a time function f(t):

+P 1 (414241,42)

dJ(4, 4, 4 =f
!!!.g)q,+

D2 =
I
Fig~;ure 4.
mechanics
mated by
modPlIed

A simplified model of limb dynamics. Thr
of the arm in the horizontal plane are a,~pproxla two-joint
mechanism
(u). Shoulder
ant I elbow are
as two rrvolutejoints
with angles q, (wit1 3 respect to

that relate thejoint

to the forearm),
hy two nonlinear

torques at the shoulder

(0,)

req Iectively.
c quations

ar Id at the

elbow
(D,) to the an,q:ular
position
\r.clocitv
and act .elcration
of bothjoints.
The parameter?
that appear
in thcsc cxpresrions
are the lengths of the two segments
(I, and /?): their masses
(m, and m,); and their moments
of inertia
(I, and 12). The
numerical
values
used in the simulation5
are the sa me as
those listed in Shadmehr
BL Muqsa-Tvaldi
(1994,
ta blel) and
correspond
to T-alurr. cstimatrrl
from an exprrimenl
al subject.
The tcrmq PI and p1 dcscrihc
the viscorlastic
behal .iour of the
rrstins
arm. Thq
arc Gmulatcd
here by linear
stin i7e4c:and

““L,) III<LLLIIL,.
field. The computational
mot lel of equation
(2) is simply
a retormulatlon
ot inverse dynamics,
with the additional
constraint
that joint torque is produced by the modulation
r
c
..
ot a set of pre-ctetmed
prim itivrc, the fields 4, ((I, i, tl.
How does the nervous system derive the tun .ing coefficients, ci, from the specification
of a desired r novement?
..~~...
m I >,l/G.,/e.T
1% do not yet have an answer tn tl-;a nll+~+;nn XT-.
a simple mathematical
anal ysis demonstrates
that the
model ig competent
to generate
movements
similar
to
those observed in experimental
studies. In particular,
the
superposition
of few stereotyped
fields is sufficient
to
control
the movements
of the two-joint
arm shown in
figure 4. To demonstrate
this, we begin by defining a set of
force fields that capture the main qualitative
features of
the spinal force fields. Herr we focus; on two specific
features: (i) the convergence
of the firld towards a single
1
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IY

(4)

(t) x x(4, d.

C2+!!g)q2

--. m21112sin(a?) tif +LL (a~.a9.&.b~l

the torso)
and q2 (with
respect
(ii) The dynamics
arc dcscrihed

(3)

Clll,,

‘~“‘0”““‘.

The separation
of time and state dependence
is also
consistent with the observation
that the forces generated
by electrical
stimulation
of the spinal cord maintain
a
relatively
constant
orientation
while
the overall
Gt=ld
following
each stimulus
a mplitude
:hanges
in time
^,
.
(Gisztcr et al. 1993). Alway~)ir, lor s ake of simplicity,
here we
consider
only timr-functions
that have the form of a
smooth step (figure 5b,c) and its first derivativr
(figure
5&e) (a smooth ‘pulse’).
a family
^ ..
This model provides us with a way to design
.
of sterrotypcd
force fields with f.eatures that are qnalitatively consistent
with empirical
observations.
Hcrc we
have derived a small family of tight field? by combining
the four field? of figure 6n with each of thr time-functions
of figure 5. In the end, we have a model of an arm that
may only be operated
by sl3ecifying
eight
positive
numbers,
the coeflicients
c, of Edquation
(2). ‘The simulation rrqults in figure 6c show tl hat by modulating
these
eight numbers it is possihlr to apl proximatr
the minimumjerk movements
of Iiigure 6b. The procedure
for dctermining
the coefficients
is . deqcribcd
in Mussa-Ivaldi
(1997). Briefly, for each desired movement
in figure fh,
one derives
the corresponding
,joint angle trqjcctory,
qn(t). Then, the dynamics
equation
(2) iq prqjectcd
on
each field, evaluated
along the dcqired tr?jectory.
The
^..
result of this operation
is a system ot eight algebraic
equations in the eight unknowns
c;:

II’,,“C”cA)

&
t

_
y;,&t = ‘1,

‘=’
with
f 6.
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/:IJ -

1
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Figure
5. A simplified
model
of spinal
force fields. The force field in (u) is the gradient
of a Gaussian
potential
function
defined
over the angular
coordinates
of the mechanism
in figure
4. The force vectors
converge
towards
a stable
equilibrium
point
indicated
by the small cross. Gaussian
potentials
are smooth
functions
defined
over the entire
limh work-space.
The gradient
defines
a stahlc
equilibrium
and the forces grow in amplitude
within
a region
defined
hv the variance
of the Gaussian
potential.
This hehaviour
cimulatcs
the tcndcncy
of muscle-generatrd
forces to grow
until a critical
amount
of strrtrh
is reached.
At that
point
the forces yield and then hegin to decline.
It is worth
observing
that in this mechanical
context,
the variancr
of the
Gaussian
potential
has the dimension
of compliance
(the inverse
of stiffness).
The functions
of time in (b) and (d) are a smooth
step and a smooth
pulse,
respectively.
TVhen they multiply
the field in (n) they generate
the wave functions
depicted
in (c) and
(P). The time corresponding
to each frame
is indicated
bv the shadrd
arcas in (b) and (d). The step field enforces
a persistent
equilibrium
position.
The pulse field is a transient
response
that emulates
the response
to spinal
stimulation
shown
in figure
2.

A standard
non-negative
least-squares
derive
the coefficients
with
the additional
these
are greater
than
or equal
to zero.
tant

condition

reflecting

the
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fact

that

method
is used to
requirement
that
This
is an impor-

muscles

cannot

push.

The
same
of posture
generated
point.

condition
is also sufficient
to ensure
the stability
and
movement
by imposing
that
the forces
by each field corn-ergc
towards
the equilibrium

Another

significant

issue,

from

a computational
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Mote

movements. These movement simulations have been obtained by combining step and pulse fields generated by four Gaussian
potentials. The gradients of these potentials are shown in (n1. The lcast-scplares procedure defined by eqations
(3) and
(4)-described
in more detail in Mnssa-Ivaldi
(1997)-was
nsed to approximate
thr desired
trajectories
in (0). The outcome of
the procedure

trqjectories

is a set of constant

generated

co&icicnts

that

by these linear combinations

modulate

a linear

combination

of the step

arc shown in (6). ZVhcn the arm dynamics

and

pulse

fields

arc pcrturhed

(equation

the force field shown
in figure
70, the resulting
hand movement
are distorted
as shown
in (d). These trajectorirs
havr
obtained
hy applying
the same coefl%ients
as in (c). There
is a striking
similarity
hctwcen
the simulated
perturhatinns
experimentally
nbsrrx-cd
rrsponses
shown
in figure
7d.

standpoint,
is to ensure that equation
(5) may be inverted.
We know from elementary
algebra that this is contingent
upon the matrix @ being full rank, a condition
that is met
by the class of nonlinear
force fields used here (Poggio &
Girosi 1990; Mussa-Ivaldi
Rr Giszter 1992).
Remarkably,
the simulation
results of this extremely
simplified
example are not only consistent with the kinematics of reaching,
but also with the responses observed
(figure
74 when unexpected
mechanical
perturbations
(figure 7b) arc imposrd
upon the moving hand. In this
case, the tr%jectorics
executed by experimental
subjects
display
a distinctive
pattern
of dcfcctions.
The same
pattern was produced by the simulation
(figure 6d) when
the same perturbing
firld was added to the dynamics
of
the model arm with the same cocflicients
used to generate
the reaching movements of figure 6~.
Obviously,
the repertoire
of behaviours
generated
by
equation
(2) depends on the fLmctiona1 form of the fields
that, at present, still needs to be accuratelv
determined.
In the current
model we have strongly
simplified
the
velocity-dependent
forces by neglecting
the known
nonlinear
features
of muscle
force
versus
velocity
dependence.
Instead, here WC are focusing on the convergent features of the static fields generated
by the spinal
cord. A particularly
significant
feature of this field is that
Phil. Trans. R. Sot. Lond. R (2000)

(2)).

The

by the application
hren
and

of

the

they have a broad but limited region where they exert an
influence. This feature is captured by the variance
of the
Gaussian
potentials
and may be characterized
as the
motor counterpart
of a receptive
field. A computational
analysis by Schaal & Atkeson (1998) indicated
that online learning
of complex
behaviours
is succcssfi~l only
when the receptive fields of the motor primitives
are suficiently small. If each primitive
had a large region
of influence, the tuning
of
its
parameters
might
interfere
disruptively
with neighbouring
regions. Remarkably,
the
force fields elicited by stimulation
of muscles and spinal
cord have consistently
large domains of action.
The vector fields gencratcd
by the spinal cord offer a
clear example
of the impedance
control
that has been
discussed in 4 6. The experiments
suggest that the circuitry
in the spinal cord-and
perhaps also in other areas of the
nervous system-is
organized
in independent
units, or
modules. LVhile each module
generates a specific field,
more complex
behaviours
may be easily produced
by
superposition
of the fields gcncrated by concurrently
active
modules. Thus, we may regard these force fields as independent elements of a representation
of dynamics. Rccrnt
simulation
studies (Mussa-Ivaldi
1997) have demonstrated
that by using this modular
rcprrscntation,
that is by
adding convergent
force fields, the CNS may learn to
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Figure 7. Adaptation
to external force fields. (a) Sketch of the experimental
apparatus. Subjects executed planar arm movements
while holding the handle of an instrumented
manipulandum.
A monitor (not shown) placed in front of the subjects and above
the manipulandum
displayed thr location of the handle ar well as targets of reaching movements. The manipulandurn
was
equipped with two computer-controlled
torque motors, two joint-angle
encoders and a six-axes force transducer mounted on the
handle. (b) ‘l’clocity-dcpcndcnt
fnrrr field corresponding
to the expression
F = R. Y with R =

-10.1
-11.2

-11.2
ll.l

1

N x sm-‘.

The manipulandum
was programmed
to generate a force F that
Note that the matrix B has a negative and a positive eigenvalue.
whereas the positive eigenvalue induces an assistive destabilizing
a snbjrct when the manipulandnm
was not producing disturbing
field shown in (b) was applied nnexpectcdly. The circles indicate
1994.)
reproduce
and control the dynamics
of a multijoint
coupled with the dynamics of the environment.
.

8. EVIDENCE

FOR INTERNAL

limb

MODELS

The findings on the spinal cord suggest that the CNS is
capable of representing
the dynamic
properties
of the
limbs. This representation
is an internal
model. The term
‘internal
model’
refers to two distinct
mathematical
transformations:
(i) the transformation
from a motor
command
to the consequent hehaviour,
and (ii) the transformation
from a desired behaviour
to the corresponding
motor command
(.Jordan & Rumelhart
1992; Kawato &
\Volpert
1998; McIntyre
et nl. 1998). A model of the first
kind is called a ‘forward
model’. Forward models provide
the controller
with the means not only to predict
the
expected outcome of a command,
hut also to estimate the
current state in the prescncc of fcedhack delays (Miall
&
1Volpert
1996). A rrpresrntation
of the mapping
from
Phil. 7ims. R. SIX. Lond. R (2000)

was linearly related to the velocity of the hand, v = [Y*, ~~1.
The negative eigenvalue induces a viscous damping at 23”
force at 113”. (c) Unperturbed
reaching trajectories executed by
forces (null field). (d) Initial rcsponscs observetl when the force
the target locations. (Modified from Shadmrhr & Mussa-Ivaldi

planned actions to motor commands
is called an ‘inverse
model’. Studies by Wolpert et al. (1998) proposed that the
neural structures within the cerebellum
perform
sensorimotor operations
equivalent
to a combination
of multiple
forward
and
inverse
models.
Strong
experimental
evidence for the biological
and behavioural
relevance
of
internal
models has been offcrcd by numerous
recent
experiments
(Brashers-Krug
et 01. 1996; Flanagan
&
Wing 1997; Flash & Gurevich
1992; Gottlieb
1996; Sahes
et al. 1998; Shadmehr
& Mussa-Ivaldi
1994). In particular,
the experimental
results
obtained
by Shadmchr
8r
Mussa-Ivaldi
(1994) demonstrate
clearly the formation
of
internal
models. Their experimental
sub.jects were asked
to make reaching movements in the prcscnce of externally
imposed forces. These forces were produced
by a robot
whose free end-point
was held as a pointer by the subjects
(figure 7). The subjects werr asked to execute reaching
movements towards a number of visual targets. Since the
force field produced
by the robot significantly
changed

in the field when the field was unexpectedly
random
trials.
initial-exposure
& AlIlusqa-Ivaldi

I
Figure 8. Time-course of adaptation. Average and
standard deviation of hand trajectories executed dul ring
the training
period
in the for&
fiald of figure
76. PeI -formance
is plotted
during
the (al first,
(d) final set of250
movements.
were under
no-visual
fetdhack
& Mussa-Tvaldi
I OW.)

(hj second,
(l :) third
and
1.
All trajrrtonc5
snow m here
condition.
(From
Sh; idmehr

internal

modc4

of’ the

was generating

patterns

the

rorces

disturbing

external

field.

The

internal

of force that effectively
that

the

moving

hand

model

anticipated
was

encoun-

tering. The fact that these learned forces compensated
for
the distnrhances
applied by the robotic arm during the
subjects’ rraching
movements
indicates
that the CNS
programmcs
these forces in advance. The after-effects
demonstrate
that these forces are not the products of some
reflex compensation
of the disturbing
field.
It is of interest to ask what are the properties
of the
internal
mod?], and in particular
whether
the model
could generalize
to regions
of the state
space
where
the
disturbing
forces were not exprrienced.
Recent experiments by Gandolfo
cf al. (1996) were designed
to test the
grncralization

of

motor

training
had not occurred.
. ..___ ..,.,.,.J

adaptation

to

regions

In these experiments,
L_

where

subjects

thase

removed

trajectories
with
of fiqurc
7d. (From

01

the
Shadme

between targets placed in one section of the work-space.
Their hand grasped the handle of the robot, which was
used to record and perturb
their trajectories.
Again, as in
the experiments
of Shadmehr
& Mussa-Ivaldi
(1994),
adaptation
was quantified
by the amount
of the aftereffects observed when the pcrturhing
forces were discontinued.
As a wav, of establishing
the aeneralization
of motor
learning,
Gandolfo
ci nl. (1996) perturbed
only the tr+jectories made to a subset of the targets and searched for
after-effects
in movements
that had not been expc
perturbations.

the dynamics
of the reaching
movements,
th e subjects’
movements,
initially,
were
grossly
distorted
when
compared
with the undisturbed
movements.
However,
with practice, the subjects’ hand trajectories
in the force
field converged
to a path similar
;o that produced
in
absence of any perturbing
force (figure 8).
Subjects recovery
of performance
is due to learning.
After the training
had been established,
the force field
was unexpectedly
removed
for the duration
of a single
hand movement.
The resulting
tr+jcctories
(figure
9),
named after-effects,
were approximately
mirror images of
those that the same subjects produced
when they had
initially
been exposed to the force field. The emergence
of
after-effects
indicates
that the CNS had composed
an

Cornparr
movcmcnts
1991.)

The

amount

of

the

after-erect

n

possible
to quantify
the force field that the :
expected
to encounter
during
their molrcmcnts
trained as well as in the novel directions. ‘I’he same
tigators
found
that the after-efIccts
were press
expected, along the trained directions,
but the ma;
of the after-effects
decayed
smoothly
with inc
distance from the trained
directions.
This findin
for
cates that the ability
of the CluS to comprnsate
external forces is restricted to those regions of stat1c space
where the perturbations
have been rxperienced
by the
moving
arm. However,
most importantly,
subjeci -7 were
also able to compensate
to some extent for forces experienced at neighbouring
work-space
locations. There is a
remarkable
degree of consistency between these results on
dynamic
adaptation
and some studies of the responses to
perturbations
in the perceived
kinematics.
For example,
Ghahramani
ef nl. (1996) exposed subjects to a localized
shift in the visual presentation
of a target and observed
the adaptive changes in reaching
movements
of the hand
induced
by this shift at a number
of surroundin; q .locations. They found that the adaptive
responses d ecayed
smoothly
with distance from the training
location, where
the visual information
was presented.
Tn a di&ren
experiments,
Martin
et nl. (1996) trained
sul3jl
throw a ball at a visual target, while wearing
prisn
tarles that displayed
the visual field. They four
learning
did not generalize
between right and left
they
could
occasionally,
although
rarely,
However,
observe gencralixation
across cli~fIiirrnt throwing
patterns
executed with the same hand. A somewhat
contrasting
result was recently obtained
by Vetter et al. (1999), who
n
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*

control group
task A, day I task A, day 2 ---

I
n

*
I

lay 2
_ Ale left
IS of subjects.
fied by a correlation c&X&t
hetwrrn the trajrctories*in
thr firld and the
average trajectory hpfore any pcrtrlrhation
had hren applied.
On the ri$t are the mean performancrs in rxperiment days 1
and 2. Suhjrctq in the control ,group (a) practisecl reaching
movements xyainst a force firlcl (task 11) in the first dav and
then wrrv tested again in the same field clurinq th? second
dav. Subjects in thr no-hrrak group (h) clurinq the first day
prnctisrd mnvemrntv in thr held ol taqk r\. Then the)
immediatelv practisecl movements in a difI’rrcnt ficlcl (task B).
On the qpconrl dav they practiced again in thr firlcl of taqk A.
Finallv, suhjccts or the 4 h break group (cl during thr first day
were expoyrrl to the fields of tasks A and P, hut with a breaking
interval or4 h between the two. Thrir performance was
measured on task A in day 2. Lrarninq cllrveq and mran
performance wcrr siqniiicantlv
hi$rr in day 2 both for the
control group and for the 111 break qronp. In contrast,
subjects in the no-break group did not display anv cliflerence
in performance from day 1 to clav 2. (From Brasher+Krug
et nl. 19~6.)
of the target location
in a pointing
paradigm
similar
to
that of Ghahramani
et al. (1996).
The experiments
on dynamic
adaptation
have shown
that subjects adapt to a new environment
by forming
a
representation
of the external
force field
that they
encounter
when making
reaching
movements.
Does this
representation
form an imprint
in long-term
memory?
Rraqhers-Krug;
ef al. (1996) investigated
this question by
expoqinq
their subjects to perturbing
force fields; that
Phzl. Pi7am. R SW. Land

R (2000)
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(figure 10). After practising
reaching
movements,
these
subjects were able to compensate
for the imposed forces
(task A) and were able to guide the cursor accurately
to
the target? despite the disturbing
forcrs. This group of
su)?jects, which
was tested 24 h later with the same
disturbing
forces, demonstrated
not only retention
of the
acquired
motor
skill,
but alqo additional
learninp;.
Surprisingly,
they performed
at a significantly
higher
level on day 2 than they had on day 1. A second group of
subjects was trained on day 1 with a different
pattern of
force3 (task B), immrdiatrly
after performin?
tayk A. In
task B the manipulandum
produced
forces opposite in
direction
to thosr applied
rlurinc
task A. 1Vhen this
second group of subjects was tested for retention
of task A
on day 2, the inv&i+ors
found that the subject5 did not
retain any of the skills that had been learned earlier. This
phenomenon
is known as rrtroqrade
interference.
NeYt,
Brashers-Krug
et al. (1996) investigated
whether
the
susceptibility
to retrograde
interference
decreased
with
time. They found that retrograde
interference
decreased
monotonically
with time as the interval
between task A
and B increased
(figure 10). When 4 h passed before task
B was learned, the skill learned in task A was completely
retained-the
initial learnine
had consolidated.
T\‘hat is
remarkable
in thrse results is that motor mrmory
is transformed with the passaye of time and in absence of further
practice, from an initial fragile state to a more solid state.
9. CORTICAL

PRIMITIVES

While
the internal
representation
of limb’s dynamics
based on modules is of central importance
for the execution of motor tasks, voluntary
movements are often specified and planned
in terms of goals. Recordings
of cell
activity from primates’ premotor
areas of the frontal lobe
have revealed
the presence
of neurons
active during
various
forms of graspin?.
Each neuron
is selectively
active for a specific type of grasping.
Rizzolatti
it (II.
(1990) interpreted
their finding5
aq an indication
of a
‘vocabulary
of action?‘. The words of the vocabulary
are
represented
by neuronal
populations,
each of which
specifies a given motor act. Tt is of interest that these
neurons are active not only during the act of ,graspiny,
but also when the primate
simply looks at the objects
that, eventually,
will be picked up. Neurons with similar
visuomotor
properties
have been found in the parietal
lobe where neuron5 selectively
active during
manipulations arr present
in the anterior
intraparietal
area
(Sakata et a/. 1995).
Cells active prior and during
reaching
moments were
also found in the parietal lobe by Mountcastle
et al. (1975)
and in the frontal
motor area by Georqopoulos
et al.
(1988). However,
unlike the cells representing
graspin,g,
dir?rtionally
tlmed arm-reaching
neurons display continuous parameterization
of dircrtional
movements.
\l’hilr
the significance
and thr functional
role of
distributed
and categorical
cortical
codcq remains to be
invcstigatcd,
a question
of great
importance
is to
understand
how the codes representing
reaching
and
manipulation
may be combin~ti
with each other by the
brain to span a repertoire
of purposelill
behaviours.
At
preyent, we know that spinal force fields implementing
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the execution
of motor commands
are combined
by
vectorial
superposition.
However,
we do not know the
rules that govern the combination
of reaching and manipulation goals. If there is a system of high-order
primitives
that code for goals, then it remains to be established
how
these goals may be combined
and translated
into movements so that their concurrent
activation
leads to meaningful results.
10. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that the problem of planning and execution
of a visuomotor
task can be divided
into a set of subprocesses. Actions
arc first planned
in
reference
to the objects
and the geometry
of the
surrounding
environment.
Then,
once a movement
is
specified in the environment,
it must he translated
into
motions of multiple
body segments. Finally, the execution
phase
requires
the solution
of an inverse
dynamic
problem. Various schemes have been proposed in order to
represent and solve the complex dynamics
of the multijoint

apparatus:

tory,

look-up

combination

formation
Motor

tables,

of

equilibrium-point

spinal

of internal
models
patterns
come
into

cord

trajec-

modules

of dynamics.
fragments

or

and

modules.

the

These

modules find their ultimate
expression
in the force fields
generated
by the concurrent
activation
of multiple
muscles. Our current. understanding
of the spinal cord
suggests
that
this structure provides the brain with a first
vocabulary
of such synergistic force fields. What we found
to be remarkable
of words
in this

combinations
imnnrtant
““y””

LlXlL

is that
there
vocabulary

that could
tn
IV

be realized.

~~nA~-atsncl
LALIL,L.l

seems
to be
in spite
of

xuhat

.III&L11<1

I*

III&L

It will

PVP

CII

only
a handful
all the
muscle

Y

thr
1111,

certainly

n&win

\/I

‘,Y’

and

be
the

rationale
for this particular
choice of spinal 1‘orce fields.
By focusing on the mechanics of force fields MJe have not
only found a system of.modules
but also a \ Iery simple
syntax: fields can be literally
added wrtn
’ ’ each other to
generate
a rich repertoire
of behaviours.
“‘us
or
additive
property
is likely
to be the basis for our ability
to
compensate
complex patterns of force disturb anccs,
as it
has been seen in many of the experiments
that we have
reviewed.
And, ultimately,
the internal
model of a limb’s
dynamics is nothing
else than another field which relates
the forces generated
by the muscular
apparatus
to the
state of motion of the limb.
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